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Word Definition 
Synonym/Antonym 
1 Synonym 2 

abuse 
improper or bad treatment or use of someone or  
something 

use  

accustomed familiar with something used  

action something that is done act  

aggravated past tense of aggravate; to make worse, to irritate grated  

alone by oneself, apart from lone one 

alternative relating to a choice between two or more possibilities alternate  

amicability the quality of being friendly amiability amity 

animosity hatred leading to opposition; energetic dislike amity  

appropriate suitable for the situation apt  

astound to astonish, bewilder or dazzle stun  

banish to send away and forbid from returning ban  

barrier a boundary, an obstacle bar  

bearded having hair on one's cheeks and chin bare  

blossom a flower bloom  

brackets a fixture attached to a wall to hold something up braces  

cancel 
to invalidate something, to cross out, to stop             
production of 

can  

cavern an underground chamber cave  

chicken a domestic bird that produces eggs hen  



Word Definition Synonym/Antonym Synonym 2 

chocolate food made from ground roasted cocoa beans cocoa  

cleanse to free from dirt clean  

communicative talkative, eager to communicate mute  

community 
a group of people living and working in the same       
geographical area 

county city 

complaisant willing to do what pleases others compliant pliant 

container 
an item in which other things can be stored or         
transported 

can tin 

contradictory 
something that is opposed to something, mutually     
exclusive 

contrary  

cooled past tense of cool; to lose heat cold  

courteous having good manners, polite curt  

deceased no longer alive dead  

deception actions or words meant to mislead someone con  

decoration a thng that beautifies something else decor  

definitive conclusive, decisive, complete definite  

destruction the act of destroying, to undo or severely disrupt ruin  

deteriorate to make worse in quality or value die rot 

diminutive very small minute mini 

disappointed defeated of expectation or hope sad  

dismayed sudden or complete loss of courage sad  

encourage to mentally support; to motivate urge  



Word Definition Synonym/Antonym Synonym 2 

enjoyment the condition of gaining pleasure from something joy  

entwined past tense of entwine; to twist around something tied  

equitable marked by or having equity; fair, just, or impartial equal  

evacuate to leave a place vacate  

exhausted past tense of exhaust; to empty or drain used  

exists to be; have being or reality is  

expurgate 
to edit out useless or undesirable information from a 
book or publication 

purge pure 

fabrication something that is made up, a lie fact  

factual of or characterized by facts actual  

falsified past tense of falsify; to make incorrect lied  

feast a large meal fast  

feasted past tense of feast; to eat a large meal fed ate 

female a girl or woman male  

frangible able to be broken fragile frail 

friend a person one enjoys being with fiend  

gigantic very large giant  

grandiose large and impressive in size, scope, or extent grand  

history past events story  



Word Definition Synonym/Antonym Synonym 2 

honorable worthy of respect noble  

illuminated past tense of illuminate; to shine light on something lit  

infuriated extremely angry irate  

inheritor one who gains something after another dies heir  

insignia 
a patch or other object that indicates membership in a 
group or organization 

sign  

instantaneous occurring without delay instant  

isolated placed or standing apart sole  

masculine of or pertaining to the male gender male  

midsection the middle part of something midst  

municipality 
a district with a government that typically encloses no 
other governed districts 

city  

myself 
me, as direct or indirect object when the speaker is also 
the subject; indirect pronoun referring to speaker 

me  

observe to notice or view see  

outspokenly in a free and bold manner openly  

partially incomplete; to a partial degree or extent partly  

perimeter the outer limits of an area rim  

pest an annoying, harmful, sometimes destructive creature pet  

platter a tray for serving foods plate  

precipitation any form of water falling from the sky rain  



Word Definition Synonym/Antonym Synonym 2 

prematurely too soon early  

prudent circumspect in action; practically wise rude  

recline to lean back in a resting position lie  

regulated past tense of regulate; to dictate policy; to control ruled  

resigned to quit reigned  

respite a brief period of rest rest  

salvage 
to rescue; to put to good use what would have          
otherwise been wasted 

save  

scrub to rub hard; to wash with rubbing rub  

separated detached; not connected or joined parted  

she pronoun for someone of the female gender he  

signal a token or indication of something sign  

stocking a soft garment for the foot and lower leg sock  

supervisor 
person with the task of overseeing the work of a person 
or group 

superior  

sweaty covered in fluid that has exited the body through pores wet  

there location that is away from the speaker here  

threat expression of intent to injure or punish treat  

tracked 
past tense of track; to follow a trail left by something 
else 

traced  

truthfully in an honest manner truly  

unsightly displeasing to the eye ugly  

weakening an instance or process of loss of strength waning  

wonderful very good, excellent, impressive woeful  


